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UCI TRACK CHAMPIONS LEAGUE BRINGS VIRTUAL 
TRAINING TO THE WORLD’S BEST RIDERS AS 
PARTNERSHIP WITH BKOOL IS ANNOUNCED 

 
Virtual cycling platform, BKOOL partners with the UCI Track Champions League to 

power the rider’s ‘Warm Up Zone’.  
 
November 3 2021 – Paris, France: The UCI Track Champions League today announces a 
four-year partnership with BKOOL, the virtual cycling platform and global leader in sports 
simulation technology. 
 
BKOOL will power its global brand’s virtual cycling simulator software, for an immersive 
pre-race warm up, or post-race cool down experience. The realistic virtual cycling simulator, 
compatible with smart trainers and smart bikes, is the only platform that (in addition to 
road cycling) enables riders to experience the adrenaline of track cycling on virtual 
velodromes. BKOOL offers an immersive experience with video, map and game-style 3D 
views, enabling its community of users to ride real-life routes, join events or take a fitness 
class – all from the comfort of home.  
 
Over the coming months, BKOOL will organize virtual velodrome events and realistic 
competitions on the platform as part of the partnership. Every cycling fan will therefore be 
able to experience from home the same thrills as the professional cyclists competing on 
track.  
 
Beginning on 6 November, the inaugural UCI Track Champions League series will see 72 of 
the world’s best track cyclists compete across five rounds. The BKOOL Warm Up Zone will 
be in place for all five rounds. 
 
Alfonso García-Lozano, Co-CEO of BKOOL said: “We're delighted to join this exciting 
project. It's an important step for the growth of track cycling. For BKOOL, the only cycling 
simulator with simulations of several actual velodromes, this partnership is a fantastic 
opportunity to once again show the global cycling community the immense versatility, 
realism and immersiveness of the BKOOL virtual cycling platform.” 
 
François Ribeiro, Head of Discovery Sports Events said: “We’re pleased to welcome 
BKOOL as new series sponsor of the UCI TCL and to use their technology to offer a warm 
up & cool down zone at each event to our 72 riders.  As the UCI Track Champions pushes 
the boundaries of the sport, so too does BKOOL in its pursuit of an immersive virtual 
track cycling experience.” 
 
Every cycling fan can try BKOOL for free thanks to the 30 day free trial, available at 
bkool.com. For more information about BKOOL, visit www.bkool.com/en 

https://www.bkool.com/en
http://www.bkool.com/en
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For the UCI Track Champions League, visit www.ucitrackchampionsleague.com.  
   
  

-- ENDS -- 

 

Press contacts 
  
UCI Track Champions League Press Office 
Evan Edwards 
PR Executive 
+44 7483 288 434 
media@ucitrackchampionsleague.com / evan.edwards@shiftactivemedia.com 
  
BKOOL 
Diego Pantoja 
PR Manager 
+34 660911725 
dpantoja@bkool.com 
 
  
About BKOOL 
BKOOL is a leading indoor cycling platform in terms of innovation and virtual sports simulation, 
offering users a 100% realistic and immersive training experience. Its wide variety of content includes 
video and 3D routes, events and competitions, as well as allowing the possibility of enjoying 
professional fitness classes at home. BKOOL is compatible with the leading brands of cycling rollers 
and smart bikes on the market, as well as different computer systems, tablets and smartphones. Its 
user community brings together athletes from more than 120 different countries. 
 
About the UCI 
Founded in 1900 in Paris (France), the Union Cycliste Internationale (UCI) is the worldwide governing 
body for cycling. It develops and oversees cycling in all its forms, for all people: as a competitive sport, 
a healthy recreational activity, a means of transport, and also just for fun. The UCI manages and 
promotes the nine cycling disciplines: road, track, mountain bike, BMX Racing, BMX Freestyle, cyclo-
cross, trials, cycling esports and indoor cycling. Five of these are featured on the Olympic Games 
programme (road, track, mountain bike, BMX Racing and BMX Freestyle), two in the Paralympic 
Games (road and track) and four in the Youth Olympic Games (road, mountain bike, BMX Racing and 
BMX Freestyle). For more information: www.uci.org. 
 
About Discovery Sports Events 
Discovery Sports Events is the Discovery-owned event management division that oversees 55 events 
per year across 5 continents. With 15 years of experience as Eurosport Events, it offers a wealth of 
expertise on two and four wheels with a focus on electric car racing, motorbike racing and track 
cycling. It acts as the global promoter and commercial rights-holder for 6 global Championships 
under long-term relationships with governing bodies including the Fédération Internationale de 
l'Automobile (FIA), Fédération Internationale de Motocyclisme (FIM) and Union Cycliste 
Internationale (UCI). On four wheels it promotes the WTCR – FIA World Touring Car Cup and PURE 
ETCR, the world’s first all-electric touring car championship that will upgrade to the FIA eTouring 
World Cup from 2022. Launching in 2023, it will also promote the groundbreaking FIA Electric GT 

http://www.ucitrackchampionsleague.com/
mailto:dpantoja@bkool.com
http://www.uci.org/
http://www.uci.org/
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Championship, a new long-term platform for manufacturers to showcase their flagship GT cars and 
innovative technologies. On two wheels, its 10-year alliance with FIM will see it promote Speedway 
events way globally, including FIM Speedway Grand Prix, starting in 2022 in addition to its promotion 
of the FIM Endurance World Championship for motorbikes since 2015. Launching in November 2021, 
it will promote the UCI Track Champions League, the innovative new series that opens a new chapter 
in the history of track cycling. Discovery Sports Events delivers a full spectrum of event management 
services including promotion, television production, media rights distribution, press office 
management, sponsorship acquisition and client servicing. 
 

  

 


